Abstract—Although most online social networks now offer fine-grained controls of information sharing, these are rarely used, both because their use imposes additional burden on the user and because there are too many control settings for an average user to handle. To mitigate this problem, we have developed an Intelligent Privacy Assistant for Facebook that partially automates the assignment of sharing permissions, taking into account the content of the information published and user’s high-level sharing policies. The Assistant uses a novel social web privacy language, employs named entity recognition algorithms to annotate sensitive parts of published information and an answer set programming system to evaluate user’s privacy policies and determine the list of safe recipients. On a test scenario, the Assistant reached 73.8% and 95.2% performance in correctly determining safe and unsafe recipients, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing volume of information shared on online social networks, maintaining user’s privacy becomes a major concern. A barrier to efficient privacy management is the complexity of the mechanisms through which information propagation in social networks is controlled. E.g. Facebook, the largest online social network, has tens of privacy settings controlling the access to user information. Though numerous, the controls are simplistic and have minimum expressive power – the user can only restrict access based on the datatype of the information published and/or the social distance to the recipient (i.e. friends, friends of friends etc.). In reality, however, the decision on who should/should not view a particular piece of information is greatly influenced by the content of the information published, and the attributes of its potential recipients and their position within the social network of the publisher.

In order to address these problems, we have developed algorithms a prototype Facebook application – termed Intelligent Privacy Assistant – that extends the sharing control to consider a much wider range of factors – including information content and social context – while reducing the need for manual privacy control on a case-by-case basis. Although the content-aware approach is not entirely new and has been employed to control privacy in e-mail conversations...
which highlight potentially sensitive parts of the input text (in particular references to people, places, times/dates and activities). The user can review and manually modify the proposed annotations. Once the annotations are confirmed, the Assistant evaluates user’s sharing policies and proposes a set of recipients that should be allowed to see the published information (see Figure 1). Again, the user can review and modify the proposed recipient set. Once confirmed, the information is posted on Facebook with correctly assigned sharing permissions. After the user has fine-tuned his rules, the review steps can be skipped, resulting in fully automated information sharing with content- and context-specific recipient permissions. After the user has fine-tuned his rules, the review steps can be skipped, resulting in fully automated information sharing with content- and context-specific recipient assignment. A demo video of the application is available at project’s website.

III. KEY BUILDING BLOCKS

The implementation of the Privacy Assistant is based on three fundamental building blocks. More details can be found in [2].

A. Social Web Privacy Language

Because existing privacy languages do not support content- or social-context-related concepts, we have introduced a new Social Web Privacy Language (SWPL). In addition to basic concepts taken from existing privacy policy languages (e.g. [3]), SWPL provides a vocabulary for describing social networks. To avoid pitfalls of general natural language processing and to allow efficient reasoning, we limit our attention to those content elements that have a high chance of implying sensitivity of the content. SWPL therefore provides a set of privacy annotation predicates based on the concept of *Five W’s* (who, what, when, where, why) which is employed in journalism and police investigation as a basis of information gathering.

B. Automated Privacy Annotation

We employ automated named entity recognition (NER) algorithms, a particular type of information extraction techniques, for automatically identifying parts of the input text that should be assigned privacy annotations. To support full range of annotation types and to reduce annotation errors, we use ensemble classification techniques to aggregate outputs of multiple NER methods to a single, more reliable output.

The integration of individual NER algorithms uses the GATE framework [4] and the following specific NER systems: Name Finder from OpenNLP, Stanford NER, NER from LingPipe and Gazetteer from the GATE framework.

C. Sharing Policy Evaluation

We employ the DLV reasoner[1] based on disjunctive datalog with constraints, true negation and complex queries, for the evaluation of sharing policies. It has been chosen because of its support for non-monotonic reasoning, arithmetics, recursive predicates, and reasoning with very large datasets.

IV. EVALUATION

Unfortunately, there is currently no dataset with Facebook posts and information on the underlying social network. We therefore created a dataset based on a realistic scenario and samples of real Facebook posts[2] comprising 10 users arranged in several groups of different social relationships (family, work, romance) and 110 status updates with different topics and sensitivity levels. On this dataset, the implemented Privacy Assistant achieved 73.8% and 95.2% performance in correctly denying and allowing, respectively, recipients access to the published information. We are currently working on expanding the dataset.

V. CONCLUSION

We have implemented a Facebook application that assists in safely sharing potentially sensitive information in online social networks. By partially automating user’s sharing decisions, the application aims to make selective sharing easier for a typical Facebook user and increases chances that a user will be able to properly manage her online privacy. As the next step, we plan to incorporate methods for automatically learning user sharing policies from her past sharing decisions in order to limit the need for explicit policy specification, which is difficult for some users.
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